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								Training
								
							

QF-Test is intuitive - and can be used even more efficiently if you know the right tricks. We offer trainings via webinar or trainings at QFS on site  and individual trainings  for your company.
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								Consulting & Workshops
								
							

You need support for your specific project? We can support you with a Proof of Concept, offer consulting and workshops as well as remote project accompaniment.
Get in touch now.
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								Videos
								
							

You want to start now? Please find here helpful videos to get started with QF-Test, video tutorials, recordings etc.














                                Upcoming trainings
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QF-Test Basics: Training via Webinar

								July 1-4, 2024

Online Training

Language: German
							


Duration: 4 days, 2 x 2,5 hours each
 Costs: 1,700 €    
 Registration deadline: 2024-06-24
You will recieve
	Training materials
	Training certificate

Sign Up Now
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After the training course you will...
	know the basic and advanced features of QF-Test
	know how to implement and maintain test cases for your application
	know basic challenges of UI Testing
	have first practical experiences in using the tool.



Training content



	Installation, structure and use of QF‑Test
	Capture/replay, first test-case and creation of a test-suite
	Testresults (run-log, report)
	Checks, regular expressions
	Modularization with variables and procedures
	Debugger
	Test documentation
	Control structures ("if-else", loop, "try-catch")
	Component recognition (windows, complex components, SmartIDs)





	Data-driven testing
	Distributed test developement and working in a team
	Prerequisites and post-conditions (dependencies)
	Testing of specific UIs (Java, Web, Win) & PDF documents
	Recovery management, advanced dependencies
	Best practices and advices on starting a project
	Scripting - Basics for the interface to QF-Test








Do you have specific questions to be addressed in the training? Feel free to provide those in advance. Our trainers will try to answer them during the training so you`ll get exactly the information you need.


Daily schedule
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Advantages of training via webinar
	Online training saves time and expenses.
	Participate comfortably from your individual workplace.
	Effective and fast knowledge transfer in small groups up to a maximum of 8 participants.
	Questions can be asked at any time.








Sign Up Now


For optimal training success we recommend: 
	The provision of a separate computer and headset per participant, so that you can do exercises yourself.
	Ideally, you should activate your camera so that you can interact with the trainer, just as you would during an on-site training session.

Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams at no additional costs. On request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the technical, organizational and security requirements are met on your side. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
Sign up now
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QF-Test Basics: Training via Webinar

								September 9-12, 2024

Online Training

Language: English
							


Duration: 4 days, 2 x 2,5 hours each
 Costs: 1,700 €    
 Registration deadline: September 2, 2024
You will recieve
	Training materials
	Training certificate

Sign Up Now
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After the training course you will...
	know the basic and advanced features of QF-Test
	know how to implement and maintain test cases for your application
	know basic challenges of UI Testing
	have first practical experiences in using the tool.



Training content


	Installation, structure and use of QF‑Test
	Capture/replay, first test-case and creation of a test-suite
	Testresults (run-log, report)
	Checks, regular expressions
	Modularization with variables and procedures
	Debugger
	Test documentation
	Control structures ("if-else", loop, "try-catch")
	Component recognition (windows, complex components, SmartIDs)





	Data-driven testing
	Distributed test developement and working in a team
	Prerequisites and post-conditions (dependencies)
	Testing of specific UIs (Java, Web, Win) & PDF documents
	Recovery management, advanced dependencies
	Best practices and advices on starting a project
	Scripting - Basics for the interface to QF-Test








Do you have specific questions to be addressed in the training? Feel free to provide those in advance. Our trainers will try to answer them during the training so you`ll get exactly the information you need.


Daily schedule
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Advantages of training via webinar
	Online training saves time and expenses.
	Participate comfortably from your individual workplace.
	Effective and fast knowledge transfer in small groups up to a maximum of 8 participants.
	Questions can be asked at any time.








Sign Up Now


For optimal training success we recommend: 
	The provision of a separate computer and headset per participant, so that you can do exercises yourself.
	Ideally, you should activate your camera so that you can interact with the trainer, just as you would during an on-site training session.

Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams at no additional costs. On request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the technical, organizational and security requirements are met on your side. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
Sign up now
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Online Expert Day

								Toolbox for stable component detection of web applications


November 4, 2024

Online Training

Language: English
							


Duration: 1 day, 2 x 2,5 hours
 Costs: 470 €    
 Registration deadline: October 28, 2024
  
You will recieve
	Training materials
	Confirmation of participation

Sign up now
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Selected training contents
 "Yesterday my test was still working. What is going on now?"
 In this online training, we will dive deeply into QF-Test and show you how to optimize the interaction with your web application. There will be time for exercises on special topics and your personal questions.
	CustomWebResolver
	UI Inspector
	Provided Resolver
	Additional Resolver-Scripts
	Custom Checker



Do you have specific questions in advance? Feel free to send them to our trainers. They will try to answer them during the training so that you`ll get exactly the information you need.


Daily schedule
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Your advantages of an Online Expert Day
	Extensive time for questions and exercises on special topics
	Online training saves you time and travel expenses.
	Participation is independent of location. Participate comfortably from your individual workplace.
	Effective and fast knowledge transfer in small groups up to a maximum of 8 participants.
	Questions can be asked at any time.








Sign up now


For optimal training success we recommend: 
	The provision of a separate computer and headset per participant, so that you can do exercises yourself.
	Ideally, you should activate your camera so that you can interact with the trainer, just as you would during an on-site training session.

Technical preconditions:
We are using GoToWebinar, Webex or Microsoft Teams at no additional costs. On request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the technical, organizational and security requirements are met on your side. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
Sign up now











                                Free special webinars
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We offer free special webinars on popular topics related to QF-Test to deepen your knowledge.
Sign up now.
 








                                Consulting, workshops and individual QF-Test company trainings
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QF-Test Basics: Exclusive company training

								Individual appointment

Location: online or at your company

Language: German, English, French
							


We will adapt duration, content and location of the training individually to your company needs.
Your advantage:
	We`ll teach QF-Test using your application and system environment.
	The training is based on your wishes, needs and level of knowledge.
	Several employees can participate in the training.
	The trainer is there exclusively for you.
	Travel costs are incurred only once.

Sign Up Now


For optimal training success we recommend: 
	The provision of a separate computer and headset per participant, so that you can do exercises yourself.
	Ideally, you should activate your camera so that you can interact with the trainer, just as you would during an on-site training session.

Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams at no additional costs. On request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the technical, organizational and security requirements are met on your side. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
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Advanced QF-Test knowledge: Individual company training

								Training on your application

Individual appointment

Location: online or at your company

Language: German, English
							


We will adapt duration, content and location of the training individually to your company.
Sign Up Now
 
Possible contents of your individual expert day / workshop:


	Optimizing component recognition: resolvers, generic components
	For web applications: CustomWebResolver, UI Inspector
	Recovery management, advanced dependencies
	Troubleshooting for workflow-and UI changes
	Intervening in the test run – TestRunListener
	Integration of external tools (JIRA, Confluence etc.)





	Simultaneous testing of multiple clients
	Extending functionalities via Custom Checks, Image API
	Test execution with Jenkins, Docker Container, Daemon mode
	Extending functionalities via scripting (Jython / Groovy / JavaScript)
	JUnit test integration
	Direct HTTP-requests








Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams. No additional costs for you. Upon request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the (security) technical and organizational requirements are met on your side.Prior to purchasing and attending a webinar, you need to ensure that technical and organizational preconditions are met. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
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Kick-off Webinar / Workshop

								Let' s go with QF-Test!

Individual appointment

online

Language: German, English
							


Together we create a basic framework for a successful start directly on using your application.
Sign up now


Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams. No additional costs for you. Upon request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the (security) technical and organizational requirements are met on your side.Prior to purchasing and attending a webinar, you need to ensure that technical and organizational preconditions are met. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
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Quick-Review Webinar

								Review and optimization of your tests, exclusively for your company

Individual appointment

online

Language: German, English
							


Our experienced experts review and optimize your existing test suites and test architecture. Deepen your basic knowledge, discuss individual topics and learn what else QF-Test has to offer for your application.
Sign up now


Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams. No additional costs for you. Upon request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the (security) technical and organizational requirements are met on your side.Prior to purchasing and attending a webinar, you need to ensure that technical and organizational preconditions are met. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
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Remote project accompaniment

								Would you like specific support for your project?

Individual appointment

online

Language: German, English
							


Remote project accompaniment (e.g. a quota of hours that you can call up as needed).

 Costs: 176 € per hour
Sign up now


Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams. No additional costs for you. Upon request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the (security) technical and organizational requirements are met on your side.Prior to purchasing and attending a webinar, you need to ensure that technical and organizational preconditions are met. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.
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Proof of Concept

								Is QF-Test a good fit for your company?

Individual appointment

online

Language: German, English
							


In a Proof of Concept (PoC) we jointly check the feasibility of your requirements for QF-Test to avoid bad investments. We are happy to help with the first steps of implementing your project.

 Costs: 176 € per hour
Sign up now


Technical preconditions:
We are using Webex or Microsoft Teams. No additional costs for you. Upon request, other software may also be used, provided that interoperation and functionality is confirmed by all parties. 
Please ensure that the (security) technical and organizational requirements are met on your side.Prior to purchasing and attending a webinar, you need to ensure that technical and organizational preconditions are met. In particular your company's policy must not preclude remote desktop sharing sessions with the webinar software intended to be used and interoperability of the latter with your network infrastructure must be verified.











                                Our QF-Test trainers
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Beáta Pázmány
 +49 8171 38648-10
Sr. Quality Assurance Manager & Trainer
ISTQB Certified Tester Degree:
 Foundation Level
ISTQB Certified Agile Tester
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Thomas  Max
 +49 8171 38648-10
Sr. Software Engineer & Trainer
ISTQB Certified Tester Degree:
 Foundation Level
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Ute Erler
 +49 8171 38648-10
Sr. Consultant & Trainer
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Max Melzer
 +49 8171 38648-10
Software Developer & Trainer












"Thank you very much for the very informative, effective and pleasant cooperation. I felt very well advised by you at all times.
 I am completely satisfied with the result of the workshop.
 We managed to answer all my questions and to clearly tie up the loose ends.
 At many places you showed me the direction that makes sense for us. This will help me a lot to plan my further steps and to push forward the productive use of QF-Test."

[image: User female icon]
Cornelia Gaus, Testerin

Germany




"Citation for Ms. Ute. A thorough expert! Understands client needs & devises easy to understand examples with interactive engaging sessions! Focuses on client's interest and patient to repeat concepts when needed!
 I highly recommend Ms. Ute to any organization or group who values and desires to enhance their QF-Test knowledge base."
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Priyanka Navale

Eyelit Inc., Ontario, Canada




"Thank you very much again for the pleasant and informative training. Your training was an eye-opener for everyone. We took along some tips & tricks once more. I would take part again in this seminar, if I had to decide again."



Jörg Riebschläger

innovas GmbH, Köln, Deutschland




Other testimonials from training participants














Your data will of course be treated as described in our privacy policy.










	
		
			

				
					

                                NEWS
                            
	
				QF-Test 7.1.2 available
			


	
				QF-Test 7.1.1 available
			


	
				Medium Release 7.1 available
			


	
				QF-Test 7.0.8 released, seasons greetings
			









                                QF-TEST BLOG
                            
	
						JavaFX – More alive than ever
					
	
						Performance-Comparison of VMs and Docker containers
					
	
						How Webswing is revolutionizing the Migration of Java desktop applications…
					
	
						How mgm Advances Test Automation with QF-Test
					







                                COMPANY
                            
Quality First Software GmbH
Contact
service@remove-this.qfs.de
+49 8171 38648-0










				

				
				
					NEWSLETTER

					
						
	Latest newsletters
	Subscribe newsletter






					


					
					Follow us
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											Privacy
										


	
											Terms & Conditions
										


	
											Sitemap
										









			


			
				© 2001-2024 QF-Test by Quality First Software GmbH - a company of mgm technology partners | All rights reserved
			

		

	




    







		


	

		

		
		
			
					
We use "Matomo" cookies to anonymously evaluate your visit to our website. For this we need your consent, which is valid for twelve months. A revocation, so-called opt-out, is possible at any time on our privacy page.
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                                Cookie configuration
                            
1. Functional cookies

We use functional cookies to ensure the basic functionality of the website.
2. Performance and statistic cookies



We use Matomo for analyzing and optimizing our website. Cookies permit an anonymous collection of information that help us offering you a clear and user-friendly visit of our web pages.
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